Implementing Sales and Usage Reporting
DDEX recently created a new and powerful flat-file standard for sales/usage reporting (DSR). DDEX
recommends to use this standard. For users requiring the older versions – flat-file or XML-based – should
contact the DDEX Secretariat. This section of the DDEX Knowledge base contains:
What is the aim of DDEX flat-file DSR Format?
Why should a company use the flat-file DDEX DSR Format?
How to get started?
Which profile should a company use?
More information on the Basic Audio Profile can be found here.
More information on the UGC Profile can be found here.
More information on the Audio-visual Profile can be found here.
More information on the Royalty Reporting Profile can be found here.
More information on the Radio Broadcasting Profile can be found here.
How to concretely implement the standard and start using it?
Tips & Tricks
Delimiters and Special Characters

What is the aim of DDEX flat-file DSR Format?
The aim of DDEX's flat-file DSR format is to enable licensees to report to rights controllers information
regarding the level of usage and/or revenue generated from the distribution of music or videos.
The flat-file format released in 2016 addresses the requirements for sales/usage reports to owners and
controllers of rights in musical works. DDEX has, however, started looking at requirements for sales/usage
reports to owners and controllers of rights in sound recordings and expects to extend the standard in the
future.
The new flat-file format replaces the previous XML format, which was in production for close to a decade,
as it ultimately proved to be unable to meet the requirements for a format that has to be able to be easily
adapted to address the technical challenges of the ever-changing digital music industry.
The approach taken by DDEX when developing the flat-file DSR is very pragmatic as it offers simplicity but
can be used (or: extended) to all business models.

Why should a company use the flat-file DDEX DSR Format?
Already widely adopted: Even if the standard has only been published in 2016, this new
standard is already widely adopted by many actors in the digital music industry;
Simple to use and implement: Experiences from early adopters show that the format is very
easy to understand, read and implement;
Business reporting flexibility: It is possible to combine several offers and/or territories in a
single sales/usage report. This allows avoiding to repeat the same information multiple times;
Reports volume decreasing: The format keeps reports as compact as possible. The flexibility
described above combined with an optimized flat-file structure reduces volumes drastically: Up to
100s of times when compared to the old XML format;
Enrichment of necessary information: Data fields not used in the XML format were removed
from the new standard whole others were added (e.g. identifiers for parties);
Processing efficiency: the old XML format obliged receivers to compute and store first all
Release, Resource and Work data before being able to process related sales/usage data. The
new standard combines Release, Resource and Work data and sales lines into self-contained
“block” that can be processed independently form one another;
Cheap to implement and to run: One of the consequences of having a simple structure is the
reduced cost for development and maintenance. Combined with the reduction of data volumes to
be exchanged and processed, this allows a cut in operational costs; and
Flexibility in terms of evolution of the format: The new format is based on a logic that allows
the standard to be easily adapted and exchanged to changes in reporting requirements.

How to get started?
The first thing is to check which profile you need to use. This decision will depend on the business model
(or models) you use. Once you have made this decision you can download the appropriate standard from
the red box on the right hand side.
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In order to encompass all business models, DDEX created different profiles in order to avoid creating
generic format that becomes complex in the end. In order to facilitate implementation, these profiles use
the different records and value sets and the same basic architecture described in a few generic
documents.
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Part 1: Architecture: general technical structure of DDEX DSR Flat-file;
Part 2: Allowed-value Sets: all value sets used for different fields; and
Part 8: Record Type Definitions: description of the records used in the different profiles;
The Part (or Parts) of the flat-file DSR standard that documents the profile (or profiles) relevant to
the implementer's operation (see next question); and
5. The samples (providing at least one example for each profile).

Which profile should a company use?
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The aim of the Radio Broadcast is to enable Licensees to report to Rights Controllers information regarding the level of usage
and/or revenue generated from the distribution of Music in the context of Global Radios.
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More information on the Radio Broadcasting Profile can be found

How to concretely implement the standard and start using it?
The steps for successfully implementing the flat-file DSR standard are
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1. Identification of the Profile or Profiles that need implementing;
2. Taking-out an implementation licence and obtaining a DDEX Party ID on dpid.ddex.net (more
information on DPIDs is available here);
3. Reading the relevant documentation (i.e. Parts 1, 2 and 8 as well as the Part for the relevant
Profile(s)) and looking at the appropriate samples (see the red box on the right);
4. Implement;
5. As a sender of a sales/usage report it is recommended that a DSRF file is tested against the "dsrf validator tool" that can be downloaded

5.
from GitHub. While this tool cannot determine in all cases whether a DSRF file is valid, it can help implementers to identify any issues.
This can be done only as part of the implementation and/or onboarding phase or as a general test before each sales/usage report is
delivered;
6. Recipients may find it prudent to use the "dsrf validator tool" before ingesting a received sales/usage report into their system to reduce
the likelihood of buggy reports being processed.
Steps 1 and 3 as well as 5 and 6 are recommended to be undertaken with a specific partner in mind and

Tips & Tricks
Delimiters and Special Characters
Click here to expand...
Clause 6.6.4 of Part 1 states that "to communicate Delimiters in a Cell [...] the Delimiters shall be immediately preceded by a backslash
character (Unicode U+005C). Therefore the string A|B would have to be communicated as A\|B.":
Assume that a creation has three contributors: Paul Simon, Art Garfunkel and 24|7. This will need to be communicated as

Paul Simon|Art Garfunkel|24\\|7

Note that there are no quotes used to enclose either the complete string or its three components. If one adds a fourth contributor called “Mad
Dog” Dolly, one would have

Paul Simon|Art Garfunkel|24\\|7|"Mad Dog" Dolly

Assume that a creation has three contributors: Paul Simon, Art Garfunkel and 24\7. This will need to be communicated as

Paul Simon|Art Garfunkel|24\\\7

